Potentiometrie measurements with platinum and silver electrodes of Ag + induced oscillations in the oxygen-inhibited excitable Belousov-Zhabotinsky system are reported. Calculations based on the Oregonator model lead to the conclusion that the platinum electrode's potential is composed of two contributions, the Ce(III)/Ce(IV) redox couple which dominates at low Ag + flow rates and the contribution of HBrO : , HOBr and Br0 2 which dominates at higher Ag + addition rates.
Introduction
Among the various chemical reactions involving oscillations, the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction (BZR) [1] [2] [3] is very remarkable. It is defined as a metal-ion catalyzed oxidation of easily brominated organic material by bromate ions in aqueous acidic media [4] . Field, Körös and Noyes have suggested a mechanism [3] which explains most of the observed phenomena. In this mechanism, Br~ ions play the role of a switching parameter, turning the autocatalytic production of HBr0 2 on and off. On the basis of the FKN mechanism several mathematical models have been constructed [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . One of the first and most thoroughly investigated is the socalled Oregonator model [5] , which often serves as a basis for more sophisticated simulation models. Although it is only a three-variable model, it describes semi-quantitatively most of the experimental observations. However, recently Noszticzius [10] reported "nonbromide controlled" oscillations, i.e. he still observed oscillations at the platinum electrode (PE) when AgN0 3 is added in excess such that the Br -concentration is driven far below the previous Br~ concentration value which is expected to control the oscillations. This and other [11] [12] [13] observations led Noszticzius and Farkas [14] and Noszticzius and Feller [15] to look for a "bromide-free" model of the BZR. Ganapathisubramanian and Noyes [16] Recently, we reported of AgN0 3 induced oscillations in the quiescent excitable BZR [17] , These oscillations show a close relationship and analogous behaviour to Noszticzius' observations, i.e. we also observe an increase in frequency and a drastic decrease in the amplitude of the Br" detecting electrode. We deduced a simple semi-quantitative relationship between added AgN0 3 and observed frequency [18] .
In this paper we show that in the excitable BZR the Oregonator model is able to describe the amplitudes of the Br" detecting silver electrode (SE) and the PE semi-quantitatively. However, the assumption has to be made, that the PE is not only able to detect Ce(IV) but also intermediates which are dynamically closely connected to HBr0 2 . Based on this assumption, we further show that experimental phase plots, in a first approximation, may be regarded as a rotation of the three-dimensional Oregonator limit cycle mapped onto the concentration plane spanned by the PE and SE.
Experimental Section and Method of Calculation
Addition of AgN0 3 into the excitable BZR was performed as described in a previous paper [18] . Amplitudes were measured using the mean of the first 5-10 SE cycles and the corresponding PE oscillations. In all experiments the following initial reagent concentrations were used: 1 M H 2 S0 4 , 0.28M malonic acid. 2.110~3M (NH 4 ) 2 Ce(N0 3 ) 6 and 0.1 m KBr0 3 . The reactants were always mixed in the order H 2 S0 4 -malonic acid -Ce(IV) -and finally KBr0 3 . In the "normal" oscillating BZR experimental phase plots were recorded by using a X-Y plotter. The temperature was kept constant at 25 °C.
Simulation calculations were performed on a CDC CYBER 170 computer using the program package DARE P with a version of Gear's algorithm [19] . An extended Oregonator model with a fast Br -removing reaction was used (Y=Br~) 
Results and Discussion
When AgN0 3 is added to an excitable BZR, we observe an increase in frequency [18] and a rapid fall of the amplitude of the Br -detecting SE, whereas the amplitude of the PE, in comparison, hardly changes. Finally, at high addition rates of AgN0 3 or sufficiently increased AgN0 3 concentrations we observe a nonoscillatory response.
As indicated by a simple qualitative "back-onthe-envelope-calculation" [18] this behaviour may be understood since in stages of the cycle where the Br"" concentration is high (c Br > c crit and Ce(IV) reacts with organic material) the Ag + addition results, due to the formation of AgBr, in a decrease of the Br~ concentration. Therefore the period length and the Ce(IV) and Br -amplitudes should decrease. On the other hand, when the Br" concentration is already low (c Br < c crjt and, in addition, Ce(III) is oxidized to Ce(IV)) the addition of Ag + should practically have no influence (except for very high Ag + addition rates). This is exactly the behaviour which is found in the Oregonator model. Figure 1 A shows the amplitude change of the PE and SE as a function of addition rate, using a 0.05 M AgN0 3 solution. The relationship between PE and SE amplitudes is given in Figure 1B . Figure 2 shows the behaviour of small amplitude oscillations observed at the border between oscillatory and quiescent domain. In previous papers [17, 18] we assumed that the potentials of the PE and SE reflect qualitatively the change of log(Ce 4+ /Ce 3+ ) and log(Br _ ) respectively.
However, experimental investigations [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] indicate that the PE's potential may be the result of several contributing species especially Ce(IV), HOBrand Br0 2 . In fact, making that assumption, we are able to interpret several unexplained observations.
As indicated by the model of Edelson et al. [6] , the intermediates in the two groups (HBr0 2 , HOBr, Br0 2 ) and (Ce(IV), Br 2 ) seem to behave quite similarly. Thus X and Z of the Oregonator model, in ä first approximation, may also stand for these intermediates. In the present paper we will use this interpretation of X and Z.
Because the X and Z pulse occur almost simultaneously in the Oregonator model, the higher Z concentration and the broader Z pulse may under normal oscillating conditions dominate and partially or completely cover the tiny X pulse, such that the PE's potential mainly shows the Z variation [21, 22] , On the other hand, adding the fast Br~ removing term to the Oregonator, the X and Z amplitudes begin to differ quite markedly, i.e. the Z amplitude is rapidly decreasing under increased Br -removal, while the X amplitude decreases much slower (Table 1) . Thus, if the Oregonator gives a qualitative correct description of the situation, the PE should become more and more sensitive to X, since the Z contribution to the PE's potential becomes an additive "background constant". At higher AgN0 3 addition rates it therefore appears reasonable that the PE's potential shows a superposition of the X and Z contributions. This is indicated in Figure 3 A. However, the superposition should change by varying the AgN0 3 addition rate, since a variation of the Z pulse (Table 1) should change its contribution to the spike. In this respect we have analyzed the form of PE potentials at several addition rates and AgN0 3 concentrations and found a qualitative agreement with experiment ( Fig. 3 and Table 2 ).
As a consequence, the X amplitudes in the Oregonator should qualitatively correlate to the experimental PE amplitudes. This is indeed the case as shown in Figure 4 . Figure 4 A shows how the X amplitude changes with increasing k' 6 , whereas Fig. 4B gives the relation between X and Y amplitudes. Compared with Fig. 1 , we get a semi-quantitative agreement with experiment. Further, the sensitivity of the PE to both X and Z may not only account for the observed shape of the PE pulse (Fig. 3) but has also interesting consequences on phase plots. If it is assumed that the PE is mainly sensitive to Ce(IV) and the SE mainly to Br", one should observe a phase plot qualitatively similar to the Oregonator portrait (Fig. 3, Ref. [5]). Instead, we observe a self-intersecting curve as shown in Figure 5 A. However, this form is qualitatively obtained, if we assume an additional sen- sitivity of the electrodes to X and Z-like intermediates.
The sensitivity of an electrode to an additional perturbing species may approximately be regarded as the result of rotated and projected concentration axes onto the electrode's potential axis as indicated in Fig. 6 in the appendix. There it is shown, that for small rotation angles (which may be regarded as a PE' Fig. 5 . A) Experimental phase plot of BZR under "normal" oscillating conditions. B) Rotating the Oregonator limit cycle in concentration space. To start with, the X (log a) and Y (log rj) axes lie in the paper plane with Z (l°g Q) orthogonal to them. Then rotations around the X axis (a, = 60°) and Y axis (a 2 =55°) are performed. C) Effect of rotations described in B and final projection of Oregonator cycle onto the plotter axes PE' and SE'. The dashed curve is the experimental phase plot. measure of the electrode's sensitivity to the perturbing species) this geometrical interpretation leads to an expression analogous to the Nikolsky equation [26] , which, in a first approximation, describes the influence of a perturbing species on the measured potential. Thus, the sensitivity of an electrode to another intermediate in the BZR has the effect that we observe a rotated limit cycle projected onto the electrode axes. Indeed, in "simulation experiments" where the horizontal and vertical axes of the computer plotter are regarded as the analog to the experimental electrode axes PE and SE, we found rotations such that experimental phase plots and projected limit cycle are in qualitative agreement ( Figure 5 ). Although the projected limit cycle does not have the smooth appearance of the experimental phase plot, the main characteristics fit well, i.e. correct time evolution, and the slow and fast parts in the experimental plot correlates with the corresponding parts in the projected limit cycle.
The Oregonator gives semi-quantitative agreement with our experiments, but apparently does not give any information about the factors which might control the oscillations at low Br~ concentrations. But the fact that the Oregonator shows the correct trend under various addition rates, it appears, however, that the control is already inherent in the FKN mechanism. In fact, taking the Oregonator literally, it predicts such a control already by the disproportionation reaction of HBr0 2 ! Ganapathisubramanian and Noyes [16] have studied several ways of HBrO? control at low Br -concentrations, although they did not consider a HBr0 2 self-controlled system.
In the limit, when the SE potential tends to zero, we observe more or less marked bursts (Fig. 2 and Fig. 1 B in [19] ). As shown by Janz et al. [8] and by Rinzel and Troy [9] , bursts may occur because the system is close to the border between an oscillatory and quiescent (steady) state and sweeps between these two domains. It seems that this is what happens with our system, since we are very close to such a border. In addition, it is interesting to note, that the behaviour of f in the model is quite analogous to the SE's response in the bursting domain ( Fig. 2; and Fig. 5 in [8] ).
It seems reasonable to make the same or similar assumptions upon the PE also for Ag + perturbed oscillating BZRs. Until now, only qualitative data on change in amplitude and frequency have been reported. However, the results by Noszticzius [10] and by Ganapathisubramanian and Noyes [16] indicate that similar relationships may hold as in the excitable BZR. We have varied / in our extended Oregonator model in the range 1 8 and found the same types of curves as in Figure 4 . Thus, the Oregonator or similar models may probably also be applied to the Ag + perturbed oscillatory BZR.
However, when the SE amplitude tends to zero, the Oregonator predicts a zero PE amplitude, while experiments still show small amplitude oscillations at the PE [10. 16] . This effect still awaits a thorough explanation, although it is our impression that it is caused by secondary electrode processes at the Br~-selective electrode. In solutions where the Br~ concentration is buffered below 10 _7 M. Ganapathisubramanian and Noyes [27] observed increased response times of the Br _ -selective electrode of about 1 min. On the other hand, the oscillation period in AgNO ? perturbed BZRs is generally shorter than under normal oscillating conditions [10] and may even shrink to about 15 s [18] . These two opposite trends (increased response time and decrease in period) may eventually create a situation where the response time of the Br"-selective electrode is too high to follow the oscillations.
The Oregonator is only a skeleton of the entire FKN mechanism, and although it reproduces the main trends in frequency [18] and amplitude over a considerable range of AgN0 3 addition rates, the details still remain uncertain. However, we think that the viewpoint of the electrodes' role in the BZR presented above may be useful in order to understand the amplitude behaviour in AgNO-* perturbed excitable BZRs within the frame of the FKN mechanism.
Further calculations on more realistic models with complementary experiments are considered.
Appendix
In the presence of a perturbing species S, the potential measurement of species M is in a first order approximation described by the following equation [26] A perturbing species S is introduced by rotating the (to log(ö M ) orthogonal) log(a s ) axis in direction to A<Z> PE . The resulting observed potential is the projection of the concentration axes onto A0 PE .
The 0's denote the potentials and T, and F the gas constant, the absolute temperature, and the Faraday constant respectively. K MS is the selectivity constant and Z M or Z$ is the charge or change in charge of the species M or S. The a M and as denote the activity of M and S.
Let us assume that the PE measures mainly species M. but that its potential (J0 PE ) is perturbed by species S. with its concentration axis orthogonal to the log (AM) ax i s -The perturbation may be regarded as a small rotation (with angle a s ) around an axis orthogonal to both the log(<r/ M ) and log(a s ) axes ( Figure 6 ).
We may write: 
^ (RT/FZ M ) (log(a M ) + * s a s ZM/Zs ) +
where we used the following expressions:
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